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11;';1 he Strand Lighting Engineering 
.. Service team provides 
comprehensive technical support to 
Strand's customers worldwide. It 
comprises a network of Service Agents 
throughout the UK, overseas Service 
Agents, and overseas Strand Service 
bases. The team is led and supported 
by Engineering Service Department 
based in lsleworth. Each service centre 
is staffed by trained engineers and 
technicians. 

CUSTOM 
ENGINEERING 
11;';1 he Strand product range is the 
.. most comprehensive available, 
but there will always be customer 
requirements that call for modification 
of a standard product or even a special 
design from scratch. 

PROJECT SERVICES 

r.11 s the largest and most 
LiiJ experienced company in the 
business, Strand is able to bring to its 
customers the benefits of a 
comprehensive, efficiently-coordinated 
sales organisation which is second to 
none. 

A Queen Elizabeth's School. Mansfield, Notts. 
Mid-I 9th century class room converted to a 
video studio with the aid of drapes, lighting 
grid, luminaires, Tempus control and dimmer 
packs supplied and installed by Strand. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
SERVICE, CUSTOM ENGINEERING, PROJECT SERVICES 

The support services available can be summarised as follows:

Technical Advice 
The answering of queries and providing any information or 
assistance required regarding the application, installation, or 
use of Strand products. 
Installation and Comm issioning 
For the more complex control systems, a Strand Service 
Engineer will ensure that all equipment is correctly installed 
and operates according to specification. 
Training 
This is provided by the main service bases. Standard courses 
are provided on current 'memory' control systems, according 
to a published schedule. Alternatively. specific courses may be 
arranged to fulfil particular customer requirements. 

Strand has had a 'specials' department dedicated to solving 
customers' more unusual needs for the past twelve years. If 
you have a requirement in TV. theatre or architectural lighting 
that cannot be met by the standard range, Strand's Custom 
Engineering Department will evaluate, advise, design, build 
and test to meet individual specifications. 
Strand believes that special products call for a special approach 
- in concept, design and manufacture. Therefore, all non
standard projects are handled quite separately from normal 
manufacturing. 
Custom Engineering Department is located at lsleworth 
where all the technical resources of the world's largest supplier 
of lighting equipment can be applied to a project These 
include immediate on-site access to experienced Sales and 
Project Teams, Product Managers, Research and Development 
Specialists and, of course, those front line problem solvers, the 
Service Engineers. 

The computerised sales office provides an informed and helpful 
professional free planning service, ensuring customer 
satisfaction from initial enquiry, through the preparation of 
quotations, and to the experienced management and 
completion of projects. 
Quotations are professionally presented complete with details 
of standard products and any special items, all necessary 
drawings, schemes and plans, and supporting literature. 
When a quotation has been sanctioned by the customer, the 
various orders involved in the project are progressed, and the 
delivery. installation and commissioning are efficiently organised 
to meet the customer's schedule and convenience. 
Satisfied Strand customers include the BBC. L WT, ITN. YTV, 
Sky Television, many West End theatres, and arts centres, 
leisure centres, colleges and schools through the UK Europe 
and the Middle and Far East 

Spare Parts 
A wide range of spare parts for equipment can be supplied to 
order. 
Repairs and Maintenance 
Right across the range - from Minim to Galaxy 3 - if operating 
problems are experienced, the Strand Service Team can 
resolve them. Depending on the exact nature of the problem, 
repairs may be carried out 'on the bench' at a service centre, 
by the supply of 'exchange' parts, or on site by a trained 
Service Enginee~ 

Any special requirement can be handled, from simple socket 
boxes to full dimmer distribution systems, from small manual 
fader desks to the largest lighting memory controls. 
Fully integrated systems for theatres and television studios of 
any size can be developed for the industry. These can 
incorporate all types of equipment including static and 
automated luminaires, hoists, retractable seating. 
communications, house lights, mimic and patch panels, dimmer 
fault displays and other products. 
Whatever the special need, however unusual, talk to Strand's 
Sales Department, which together with Custom Engineering 
solves problems economically and has satisfied customers 
worldwide! 

~ Strands Project Services ensured that the custom made 
Galaxy 3 memory lighting system was built to LWT's specification, 
installed and commissioned. 
"f' Royal Concert Hall, Nottingham. Acting as specialist sub
contractors, Strand supplied and installed stage lighting, a Galaxy 
memory lighting control, and a stage sound system. 
Photograph by Christine Ottewill. 


